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Concept of Cutoff (Threshold)

• Dichotomizing continuous biomarkers into “positive” or “negative” is 

common in medicine

• despite its disadvantages such as information loss !
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EC = C0 + TPC×p(TP) + TNC×p(TN) + FPC×p(FP) + FNC×p(FN)

For each cutoff:
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Net Benefit = b × TP/N − h × FP/N

b: Benefit from predicting a true positive

h: Harm from every false positive

For each cutoff:
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Net Benefit = TP/N − (h/b) × FP/N

b: Benefit from predicting a true positive

h: Harm from every false positive

h/b means the harm-to-benefit ratio of the intervention for positive cases

It equals to:

For each cutoff:

PT is the probability threshold

desired for intervention



Generalized Youden = Se + r×Sp − 1

r = [(1−pp)/pp] × (FPC/FNC)

Misclassification Cost Term = (1−pp)×(1−Sp) + (FNC/FPC)×pp×(1−Se)



Probability density plot of FBS 
for nondiabetic and diabetic women: TLGS



ROC curve of 
FBS for the 
prediction of 
diabetes in 
Women: TLGS





Conclusion:

❖ Using Youden's Index considers the same weight for sensitivity

and specificity.

❖ The probability threshold for treatment is suggested as a tangible

cost index for patients/physicians and Net Benefit as an

understandable and practical tool for cut-off selection.

❖ But H/B ratio should be based on a trial or consensus!!!



Thanks!
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